"I show that, as a human being, I feel obliged to help my fellow human beings."

Bruno Gröning
FROM THE EDITOR

Dear Reader

The documentary "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning" was released in autumn 2003. It was a very complex production that took a total of nine years to make. The topic was carefully prepared and researched, detailed preliminary talks were held with contemporary witnesses, archive documents were reviewed and information was gathered. From February 1995 onwards, interviews with contemporary witnesses and documentary footage were filmed for almost three years, followed by a few drama scenes. The highlight was the Traberhof scene in May 1997 with more than 2000 extras. Filming still took place until the year 2000, especially the interviews with Grete Häusler and Josette Gröning. Since all the material was shot on 16mm film, the post-production was correspondingly complex and time-consuming and not to be compared with today’s video editing on the computer. Even the photos and documents were filmed in the classic way and assembled at the editing table. After the film music and the speakers had been recorded, the film had its premiere in Berlin on October 3, 2003. By now the documentary has been shown for more than 15 years worldwide in public film theaters and beamer performances and has also been available as a DVD for some time. On the occasion of the 15th anniversary of the film, the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends initiated a three-week "Chain of Lights" campaign from 19 January to 8 February 2019. The documentary films "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning" and "The Phenomenon of Healing" were shown worldwide in over 800 screenings with great success. At the same time "The Phenomenon of Bruno Gröning" was uploaded to YouTube for the first time and made available for three weeks. Here the success was even more impressive. Altogether, the three parts of the film were viewed almost half a million times in all languages. Due to this unexpectedly high demand, the Circle of Friends has decided to leave the film on YouTube. In this way every person seeking help and every interested person can be given the opportunity to get to know Bruno Gröning and to experience healing on the spiritual path through his teaching.

Thomas Eich

"I give my life to all the people of this earth, and everyone should experience, everyone should know, why and wherefore and for what reason I do this." Bruno Gröning
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Connection to God at the International Schooling Weeks from 27.12.2018 until 1.1.2019
GESEKE, BLAUBEUREN, MARIBOR

A person's whole way of life changes for the better if this is what he wants. And maybe it is exactly that which draws me and the other Friends like a magnet to Geseke every time for the schooling week . . .

Christmas is particularly cosy at home: there is good food, the loved ones are home, the furnace radiates a pleasant warmth, heavenly music is to be heard in the background . . . and yet, after the second day of Christmas, we set off in all kinds of weather, some even in caravans, to spend five days with about a thousand people in a hall that is way past its prime – and that for nine hours a day. And not just us, but people from all parts of the globe, from Australia to America. Why? That's a question some people ask themselves. God is everywhere, they say. Why does one have to travel hundreds or even thousands of kilometers to search for Him? This all costs money, time and energy.

Life itself is a miracle, quite apart from healings. They also happen elsewhere. So, what's all this about the Circle of Friends, the conferences here and the Schooling Weeks there? And then, Bruno Gröning as mediator between God and me? I don't need that. I can connect directly with God . . .

The Circle of Friends is not a religious community that believes that its path is the only true one. Its principle is 'live and let live,' but also 'give life,' for it is a simple fact that the one or another person would no longer be alive, or would continue to live a life that he or she no longer perceives as worth living, if the Circle of Friends did not exist. Numerous reports testify to this. As for me, just one person, I don't know whether I would still be alive today, because my life before the Circle of Friends was no longer worth living. Does that make me dependent? Is a man or woman dependent on a life partner if he or she decides on a common path? Is one dependent on one's child because one loves it? We could fill libraries with what a person is dependent on. Who can truly call themselves free and independent?

Only the Source of life alone, the Spirit from which all matter has emerged, which we generally call God in our latitudes. The wise men of this world have always known that the connection to God makes people free again. All material goods and all worthwhile human company are not able to compensate for this missing relationship. The longing for unity with life, with the origin of our existence, with our true self, burns deep in our hearts. Bruno Gröning said that the bridge to God had been destroyed many generations before and that people had lost their connection to God. He had come to restore this bridge.

For many people this has become truth. They have been freed from need and misery, from suffering and illness, and furthermore, they were able to feel the connection to God again. People had already said this during Bruno Gröning's lifetime.
For example, Gisela Knollmann in the documentary "The Phenomenon of Bruno Gröning" describes her healing from sciatic complaints: "It is a state which I am not able to describe with words... There I was, and I was free, and I was happy in a very strange way." The connection to God has little to do with theory, theology and religion. It is a state of being, an inner turning to God, which obviously can also take place involuntarily, as with the healing of Mrs. Knollmann, and proved as well with many other seekers who have received spontaneous healing.

Bruno Gröning let people know that the healings make up only five percent of his work. Everyone who takes this path will experience the other 95 percent for him or herself. For some it is helping out of charity and gratitude, for others it is overcoming bad habits or improving human relationships. Maybe it's a bit of everything. So when Bruno Gröning spoke of leading people back to faith, this wasn't mere theory, it is something vitally relevant and practical. A person's whole way of life changes for the better, if this is what he wants. And maybe it is exactly that which pulls me and the other friends like a magnet to Geseke for the schooling week every time, without me being able to define it more precisely. All I know is that this is the best way to start the New Year.

It is very touching to see how deeply people from even the most remote corners of the earth and from diverse religions and traditions welcome Bruno Gröning into their hearts, experiencing help and healing and the return to God, or however one wishes to call Him. In Geseke, friends from Japan enthusiastically shared their experiences of help and healing which they had received through the application of Bruno Gröning's teaching. One Japanese woman described her liberation from decades of nicotine and caffeine dependence. She had mistakenly assumed that one was only allowed to come to Geseke if one was free of such addictions. This brought a smile to the face of many in the hall. Needless to say, this false assumption was immediately corrected by Mr. Häusler. Every friend who has been introduced is warmly welcomed to Schooling Weeks – no matter what 'vice' might still be troubling him or her, or maybe, especially then.

Due to the increasing number of registrations every year, schooling weeks have been held in Maribor/Slovenia (formerly Zagreb/Croatia) and Blaubeuren/Baden-Württemberg concurrently with the schooling week in Geseke. This enables many Friends to start the new year together.

The technology was also great: not only were the Friends in Geseke, Maribor and Blaubeuren connected to each other by direct transmission through the internet, but many Friends worldwide were also connected to the events by computer. And there it is again: dependence, in this case dependence on technology, on the Internet, the people making it possible and much more. And so, all Friends are invited to enjoy their 'dependence' to the fullest, a 'dependence' that sets free, for it leads back to God.
Bruno Gröning died on January 26, 1959 at 13:46 in Paris. With tears in his eyes his doctor, Dr. Bellanger, said to Josette Gröning: "These divinely blessed people don't have it easy on this earth. Their tragedy is not being allowed to help themselves after having helped thousands."

Every person comes to earth with one or more talents. These have been endowed since birth. Some people are able to explain things and instruct well, typically, they are teachers. Others are particularly sensitive: they serve people well as pastors or psychologists. And then there are the geniuses, high-flyers, luminaries or whatever you like to call them, such as Bach and Mozart in music, Newton and Einstein in physics or Paracelsus and Hahnemann in medicine. They do not evoke only admiration, because in many ways they far surpass most people.

How much more did a Bruno Gröning have to deal with a lack of comprehension, for he came into the world with a most extraordinary gift – the gift of having a healing effect on humans and animals without much action on his part, accompanied by clairvoyant abilities and an almost unfathomable universal knowledge which he wanted to impart to human beings in order to bring about a return to the good.

Most of Paracelsus' books were printed after his death. And Bach's works were not rediscovered until 100 years after his death. It happens again and again in history that geniuses with extraordinary talents are recognized only after their death.

Most of Paracelsus' books were printed after his death. And Bach's works were not rediscovered until 100 years after his death. It happens again and again in history that geniuses with extraordinary talents are recognized only after their death. It often takes time for humanity to mature enough in order to be able to accept the gift God gives through these people.

This may be one of the reasons why Bruno Gröning has still found little approval among the general public, even 60 years after his death. But at the same time this gives us hope. No, rather it is a certainty, it is as certain as the laws of nature. An infant also needs nine months to mature in the womb. The tendency of society towards the spiritual can be clearly seen and felt. During his lifetime, only a few people took an interest in spiritual things, whereas today this is no longer a rarity. Yoga and meditation are now well established in our society, there are spiritual books in abundance, lectures on spiritual knowledge fill large halls and are known to an audience of millions.

The Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends is also registering a growing number of Friends (currently about 80,000). Professor Hohmann, a research scientist in the area of paranormal phenomena, who knew Bruno Gröning personally, was therefore right when he said: "Future generations will deal with him and his work." And very intensively at that, and on all continents and in all religions. And not without consequences. Help and the healing of all imaginable illnesses are still happening in great numbers. And thus Bruno Gröning's words are coming true: "It cannot be stopped. Healing is to take place all over the world. I will be there for whoever calls me, and I will continue to help, God willing."

"Helping is my life."
Bruno Gröning
2019 – This year the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends celebrates a milestone anniversary. 40 years have passed since its foundation, 40 years of development, worldwide growth and bountiful harvest. What began with Bruno Gröning in the 1950s in Germany has now spread to over 130 countries and is one of the largest organizations in the world for healing on the spiritual path.

HOW IT ALL BEGAN
June 23, 1979 – the day the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends was born. In 1950, its founder, Mrs. Grete Häusler of Austria (1922 -2007) read a newspaper article about the "Miracle Healer." Extremely skeptical, she accompanied a friend to a lecture in Munich in August that year. There she was freed and healed from three incurable diseases. This extraordinary experience brought back her joy for life and renewed her belief in God. She didn't want to keep this to herself and began telling people about Bruno Gröning. To her surprise, she noticed that solely through the sharing of her own experience, many of her listeners got well. In 1952, she invited Bruno Gröning to her home in St. Veit.

As a result of a further article in the press, 23 communities began in Austria which the young woman took care of. In Germany, the number of people seeking help also grew, along with the activities of Bruno Gröning.

After Bruno Gröning went home in 1959, interest in his teaching seemed to dwindle. Only a few Friends still got together to share memories of times past. Because of her deep conviction that the teaching of Bruno Gröning could still bring help and healing to people, Grete Häusler initiated a newspaper article, in Germany, in the mid-seventies. More than 2,400 interested readers from Germany, Austria and Switzerland responded. New communities were founded and hordes of people were freed from various afflictions. Once again, Grete Häusler tirelessly travelled to share with the interested people what she herself had experienced: help and healing on the spiritual path.

THE YEARS OF DEVELOPMENT
"Those were lounge room stories," notes Dieter, Grete Häusler's son, when he reminisces about the early days. "In those times the community hours did not take place in hired venues." Every weekend, his mother, accompanied by individual helpers, would travel to Friends in Hamburg, Bremen, Berlin, Munich, Stuttgart, Austria and Switzerland to tell them more about the teaching of Bruno Gröning. Many times, she would drive hundreds of kilometers for a handful of Friends. But the healings occurred – from fears, asthma, allergies, depressions, migraine, rheumatism, drug addiction and much more. The
number of Friends continually grew bigger. By the mid-eighties there were over 700 people in the Circle of Friends. At the beginning of the nineteen-ties that number had grown to several thousand. Now it was time to build a solid foundation and to establish an organization.

Alongside growing the Circle of Friends in Germany and neighboring countries, books about Bruno Gröning and his teaching were published through the Grete Häusler publishing house which was established in 1986. By and by these books were translated into different languages by voluntary helpers. Furthermore, Friends started to compose music for the Circle of Friends. These compositions were performed and recorded by an in-house orchestra and choir. The recordings were made available on CDs and their quality has become better and better.

Another significant step was the establishment of the Medical-Scientific Group (MWF) in 1992. Since then, medical doctors and other health professionals check and document the numerous success reports. Doctors, psychologists and alternative health practitioners, inside Germany and abroad, also regularly pass on their knowledge during free lectures to interested audiences. This way, communities from Argentina to Cyprus were able to be established. What began with Bruno Gröning in the nineteen-fifties has developed into a global network active in over 130 countries. The Circle of Friends is one of the largest associations for those seeking healing through the spiritual path.

**CONSOLIDATION AND DEVELOPMENT**

Throughout the years, different areas were established for the various tasks within the Circle of Friends. Some examples of these are: success reports, books, motion pictures, technology, internet, publicity work, translations and others. All areas work together harmoniously, like cogs in a wheel, and play their part in the success of the greater whole.

2003 – After nine years of work, the first documentary of the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends, titled "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning", had its premiere in Berlin and Munich and since then has been screened worldwide. Hundreds of thousands of viewers have seen it and, many continue to be impressed by what happened.

2007 – After a much-fulfilled life of selfless loving service, Grete Häusler went home at the age of 85. Since then her son Dieter Häusler leads the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends.

2015 – Premiere of the documentary "The Phenomenon of Healing" – the world-wide activities of the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends. In this film, viewers learn how the work of Bruno Gröning developed after he passed and to what great extent help and healing through the spiritual path occurs to this day, independent of religious affiliations, race or nation.

2019 – With the posting of current film clips on its YouTube channels and the utilization of other social media, the Circle of Friends is right now heading into a new dimension: the goal of reaching every human being on this earth to make the teaching of Bruno Gröning available to everyone is moving closer.

“I have let people know that I give my life to all the people of this earth, that I make it completely and utterly available to them.”

Bruno Gröning
55 Languages – 10 Translation Areas
SILVIA MUST – TRANSLATION WORK IN THE BRUNO GRÖNING CIRCLE OF FRIENDS

“For me, translation work is like a global bubbling brook, that lets its invigorating waters flow into every open heart.”

Silvia Must has been leading the translation work in the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends for almost three years now. Following a personal invitation, she attended an information lecture on the teaching of Bruno Gröning when she was 26 years old and immediately felt that it spoke to her heart. A short while later she was healed of a nut allergy and abdominal pain and simultaneously experienced an internal change: "The teaching of Bruno Gröning gave me the connection to God, to myself, and to a deep inward fulfilment. My life is now so rich!” reported the young woman enthusiastically.

"In 2000, while taking part for the first time in a Youth Week of the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends, I heard a Friend report about the translation work and her enthusiasm seemed extremely over-the-top to me. However, following an inward feeling that I could not explain at the time, I offered my help in this area. My first task was to call two translators in India. Each time, the conversation lasted around two minutes. Afterwards, I experienced something unusual, an indescribable feeling of joy and a strong feeling of love flowed through my body. From this awoke the desire to be proactive with this love and to help others. It was as if a motor had sprung to life within me in that moment.” At that time, Silvia Must could not have guessed that she would take over leadership for all the translation work, 15 years later. "For 15 years, I was responsible for translation in India. For a long time, there were very few translators. They would translate the texts, handwritten, into Hindi and send them over by post. Since then, a reliable translation group working with computers, has formed. Now we also have proof-readers and translation leaders who independently manage the individual work stages in the country. Through this experience, I have learnt that it is worth persevering and simply always believing that things will work out, regardless of how they first appear."

55 LANGUAGES
Following the introduction of English and French in the 80s, translation is currently going on in 55 languages. Through the Friends’ increased travels abroad, Dutch, Polish, Spanish, Russian and even Esperanto were soon added as well. These languages were also often used as bridges for other languages, and this continues to this day. This is how, for example, Dutch serves as a translation template for Indonesian and Papiamento, which is spoken on the Caribbean islands of Curaçao and Bonaire. English is a template for languages such as Hindi, Marathi and Hebrew. French serves as a template for Malagasy, one of the languages of Madagascar. The languages of the Baltic region, Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian and Georgian are...
translated from Russian. Further translation languages include Arabic, Persian, Chinese, Korean, Bulgarian, Albanian, Hungarian, Japanese, Mongolian, Icelandic and Greenlandic.

The build-up of the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends in these countries would not have been possible without the translation work. About this, Silvia Must says: "There are various translation areas. The information material for adults, youths, and children, as well as for Friends in the medical profession is translated several times a year, in addition to healing reports for the annual success report edition, information brochures, original recordings of Bruno Gröning, books, forms, texts for the website as well as song lyrics and poems."

Another important area is the film translation. The documentary film "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning" was translated into 33 languages. As for the documentary film running for the last four years, "The Phenomenon of Healing," there are translations into 16 languages, with more to follow.

A new task area is the translation of film clips for the Circle of Friends' YouTube channel. Young Friends who like languages often engage with this.

Contact: karin.karstens@gmx.de

WORLDWIDE UNDERTAKING

In this field, as everywhere in the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends, all helpers work voluntarily. "It's like a global undertaking," says Silvia Must, "there are currently more than 1000 helpers in many countries. This includes translators, co-ordinators, proof-readers and editors, Friends for typesetting and layout, and Friends who check the finished texts and send them on to the right printer."

In the future, she wishes to have many more helpers, especially proof-readers in all languages: "I wish that every Friend who speaks more than one language feels called upon to help with translations. For me, translation work is like a global bubbling brook, that lets its invigorating waters flow into every open heart."

TRANSLATION LEADER

Edith Henrici has been coordinating all translations in and outside of Mongolian since 2011: "When I ask myself why I am doing this, the answer is quite clear for me: because I want to help others. This task fills me and the Mongolian translators with great happiness. It is our desire and our endeavor, that the people of Mongolia can equally receive the precious healing – and experience-reports from Friends all over the world, in their mother-tongue."

Brigitte Köttgen, from Belgium, came to the Circle of Friends in 2012 and was freed from fears and a negative attitude towards life. She primarily translates helps and healings from Flemish into German. "I very much enjoy doing this work. Through the translation, I have gained a closer connection to my Flemish compatriots and their culture. I often feel how the Heilstrom flows through my body when I am translating. Every report is a personal gain for me."

Els Kleuters is translation leader for Dutch since 2004. Since 2009, she has also managed translations in and out of Papiamento. "It is like a loop of giving and taking. I see it as a collaboration to reach the inner peace of every person, and therefore also world peace, and this makes me very happy."

* see Explanations Page 15
CHAIN OF LIGHT OF LOVE AND GRATITUDE
A SENSATIONAL SUCCESS ON YOUTUBE AS WELL

The documentary films "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning" and "The Phenomenon of Healing" were shown worldwide in 920 screenings to over 30,000 visitors simultaneously from the 19th January till the 8th of February 2019. At the same time "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning" was uploaded unto YouTube in over 36 languages. Altogether all three parts of the film had nearly half a million clicks across all languages. Numerous viewers reported about special experiences and help received.

1. Quebec, Canada
2. Brengarten, Switzerland
3. A special mailbox in the district of Bad Kreuznach, Germany
4. Burkina Faso, West Africa
5. Ulan Bator, Mongolia
6. Ennis, Ireland
7. Eindhoven, Netherlands
8. Madagascar, East Africa
9. Fukuoka, Japan
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ARCHIVAL OF THE BG-COF
Some thoughts are like pebbles when thrown into the water, create ever expanding circles. It was Sacha Schilter, leader of world region 1, who gave the initial impulse for the worldwide ‘Chain of Lights’. Last year, he had the idea to show the documentary film "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning" on one day in 2019 in all US regions. The leaders of the worldwide publicity and documentary film work, as well as Dieter Häusler, leader of the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends, were immediately excited. Another thought crowned this idea, to show the documentary films "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning" and "The Phenomenon of Healing" worldwide for three weeks, starting on 26th January 2019, the 60th anniversary of Bruno Gröning’s passing, and with this event to honour the 15-year success story of the film "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning."

In order to alert as many interested people as possible about this upcoming event, voluntary helpers distributed flyers worldwide in advance and informed friends and acquaintances via email or WhatsApp."

"Healing is to take place all over the world." Bruno Gröning

WITH YOUTUBE INTO THE WORLD

The only question was how to reach as many people as possible, because all who would be interested should have the opportunity to view the film. Since not everyone has the opportunity to visit a movie or beamer showing nearby, an additional solution had to be found. It is good that the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends is also open to social media. For example, Dieter Häusler appreciates the video portal of YouTube very much. And indeed, the YouTube Chanel of the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends is the best way to make the documentary film available to interested people worldwide in full length. The only requirement for this is an internet connection.

In November 2018, the YouTube Team began coordinating the tasks. Because worldwide showings also intend to provide access to the film to all interested foreign language speakers and to create the technical prerequisites for this, 36 languages were uploaded and special teasers announced the event in advance.

SYMBOL OF THE CHAIN OF LIGHTS

Because this special event deserved a special name, the symbol of the 'Chain of Lights' was chosen. "As it is with a chain of lights, the single lights are firmly connected with one another, radiate and illuminate the surroundings, the documentary film is meant to reach the hearts of the people in this way also," said Peter Reisbeck, who coordinates the movie and beamer showings worldwide and actively supports and advises the Friends. Each showing is to be seen as a candle of love, light and gratitude to Bruno Gröning, that he made the bridge to God passable again.

SURPRISING REACTIONS

The documentary film "The Phenomenon Bruno Gröning" has been running with great success for 15 years. The Circle of Friends has received feedback in the thousands. Numerous helps and healings happened just by watching the film. It’s not surprising that the chain of lights also touched people in their hearts. Peter Reisbeck: "No one could ever have anticipated the surprising reactions." For example, a woman from Germany reported that up until now she had a panic-like fear of driving a car and always needed a chauffeur. Everything had already been organised for the drive to the film. When she got into the car she suddenly had the strong feeling to drive the car herself. Since then she has not needed a chauffeur anymore. A man had been trying to stop smoking many times in vain. Patches, hypnosis and pills did not help. During the movie break he suddenly felt such a strong disgust for smoking that he threw away the cigarette.

Special experiences reached us from other countries as well – such as these:

A lady from Japan had surgery due to back pain. Unfortunately, her condition became even worse afterwards. She went to many doctors – without success. When an acquaintance told her about Bruno Gröning, she went to the film showing without any expectations. When she stood up after Part 1 she noticed that she could walk normally again. After Part 2 she no longer had any signs of lameness.

Bruno Gröning Friends in the US arranged a film showing in the house of an acquaintance who didn’t feel well because of a painful, inflamed tooth. At the end of the film all discomforts had simply disappeared.

THE CHAIN OF LIGHTS WILL CONTINUE

The commentaries on YouTube and many entries in the contact form on the Circle of Friends Homepage also show how significant and impressive the film is for many people. Reason enough for Dieter Häusler to make an important decision: "The great numbers show such extraordinary interest in the teaching of Bruno Gröning that we have decided to keep the film on YouTube. May this film provide comfort, hope, and faith to many people."

In this way, interested people worldwide continue to have the opportunity to watch the film anytime and to convince themselves about what Bruno Gröning once said "There is much that can’t be explained, but nothing that cannot happen."
In the Land of the Sugarloaf Mountain
THE BRUNO GRÖNING-CIRCLE OF FRIENDS IN BRAZIL

"... just read it, it will definitely help you too"

September 2008, Porto Alegre, Brazil. On a rainy morning Mrs. R. visits her neighbour Mrs. W. Distressed, she talks about her health problems. She has strong pain in the neck, the shoulders, legs, arms and especially in the hands. Meanwhile, her husband has to do the laundry. She is not even able to button up her clothes. All these years she hoped to solve the problem by herself, though nothing has helped her.

Mrs. R. hands her a brochure with a white cover. "With this I was cured from chronic frontal sinusitis; read it, it will definitely help you too," she says full of confidence. After lunch Mrs. W. lays down in bed at home and takes the brochure in her hands. The brochure has reports from people in the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends who were healed from the most diverse diseases. Curious, she reads it through from the first to the last page. Straight afterwards she asks Bruno Gröning from the bottom of her heart to free her from the pain.

After dinner she is sitting on the sofa in front of the TV and feels an electric shock going through her arm. The thought comes to her that this must be the Heilstrom* which she had read about. Involuntarily she starts laughing out loud. When she has calmed down and gets up from the sofa all pain has disappeared.

FORTALEZA
Meanwhile Mrs. W.’s report was also published in a Success Report volume of the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends. The pain never returned. Mrs. W. does the house work again by herself. Out of gratitude she soon starts to work in the Circle of Friends and becomes a helper in the community* in Porto Alegre in the south of Brazil.

At the other end of Brazil, over 4000 kilometres away, lies Fortaleza. Exactly 20 years ago the first community* in Brazil was founded in this coastal city. At that time the Circle of Friends had been invited by an Esperanto Group to hold a lecture about the teaching of Bruno Gröning. An external translator translated into Portuguese back then. She only came to the lecture because of this job without knowing the topic. For several years she had already suffered from epilepsy attacks which happened during her sleep. In the course of translating she was spontaneously healed. After that the attacks never happened again.

RIO DE JANEIRO
One of the most well-known cities of the country lies on the southeast coast: Rio de Janeiro. Birgit Porto is the leader of the Circle of Friends in this region. During all the years she experienced a lot in the building up of the Circle of Friends in Brazil: "During a stay in Germany from 2001 to 2003 I heard about Bruno
Gröning. I was very interested and after my return to Brazil I stayed in contact with the Friends. Back then there was only one community in Rio. Since my native language is German I was asked several times to accompany an Austrian physician on a lecture tour through Brazil.

The experiences strengthened my belief. Back then a lady reported that she was not well and had asked God to show her the right path. Shortly after on her way home, she took a different route than normally and passed a language school. There she found a flyer for an information lecture which was supposed to be held on the same day, only one hour later. It was immediately clear to her that this was a divine guidance. She attended, felt the Heilstrom* and left the room with radiant eyes. It is wonderful to see how Bruno Gröning’s teaching helps the people. I’m especially impressed by Mrs. Alberti’s report. She has been a Bruno Gröning Friend for many years. Last November she celebrated her 101st birthday.

Mrs. Alberti, how did you find out about Bruno Gröning? A friend invited me, and then I went to the lecture. I didn’t understand anything at first, but I felt very comfortable. At the end, the leader asked who felt something. I didn’t know that I should be feeling anything, but, of course, I felt very good. And I felt peace, a very intense feeling of peace. At that time I was already over 80.

Has anything changed in your life since then? I myself have changed completely, especially in the way I deal with other people.

Have you experienced a healing? I was healed from a heel spur. One day, on the way home, I suddenly felt great pain in my foot. I barely made it home, and then I called my granddaughter, who is a physiotherapist. She immediately said "Grandma, that’s a heel spur." Her husband is an orthopedist, he immediately gave me a painkiller. But despite everything, the pain didn’t go away. I work as a language teacher and on a Friday evening I thought "Tomorrow morning I don’t have an hour to give, I’m going to do einstellen for my foot." That’s what I did, and then I went to bed. The next morning at 7 o’clock I woke up, went into the bathroom and felt that the heel spur was still there. I wondered what I had done wrong. Then I went back to bed and fell asleep again. Two hours later, when I woke up, I suddenly noticed that the heel spur had disappeared.

How long did you have the heel spur? I think three, four or five days. I don’t know for sure. I never pay attention to illnesses, I don’t think about them. I only think about them briefly when they bother me, but otherwise I don’t.

Did Bruno Gröning help you? He helped me a lot. With his help I became a different person. I have always looked for something good. Back then, I simply fell into the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends – in Brazil we say "like with a parachute." Since then I have gone to all the community hours.

Do you still help in the Circle of Friends today? Yes, I translate the German texts into Portuguese. As a teacher of languages, I am able to check if what the author wants to say is also expressed in Portuguese.

* see Page 15
Healing from Alcoholism
ULRICH HÖSL, 51 JAHRE

Alcohol determined my life

From the time I was 17 years of age, I regularly drank alcohol, usually beer. But when I was out at parties and the beer had run out, I drank whatever there was: wine, schnapps and liqueur. I rarely stayed home anymore, but went to the pub straight after work and was part of a clique that regularly sat in the pub and partied. Alcohol determined my daily life, and I was drinking more and more, depending on whether I was working or not. When I didn't have work, then I went to the pub in the morning. Generally, I drank so much till I couldn't anymore. When I worked, I would drink my first beer during the morning tea break at 9 am. By the end of the working day I often drank up to five to six beers, afterwards I kept going in the pub. I stopped my interior decorating studies for two weeks before the exams and I was therefore often without work for long periods of time. Because the unemployment benefit often wasn't enough to finance the alcohol consumption, I ran up debts with all my acquaintances and friends.

During the years before my Introduction I became increasingly more aggressive because of the drinking and that also caused big problems with my partner. After a certain amount of alcohol, I would start an argument for no reason. When someone disagreed with me, I argued endlessly. This increased in such a way that I was loud and obtrusive and could not stop, no matter how the other person behaved. There was no question of therapy for me, I wanted to manage it myself. Many attempts failed though. One month before the introduction I was hardly ever in pubs or parties any more. I did have work then; however, I drank a few bottles of beer at work. At home, beer dominated less now but I was drinking up to a bottle of wine per day. In between I also allowed myself a few little glasses of schnapps after dinner.

INTEREST KINDLED
My heavily burdened partner was already in the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends. The increasing improvement of her condition through the regular intake of the Heilstrom awoke my interest. In August 1999 I was introduced to the teaching of Bruno Gröning, felt the Heilstrom immediately and could recognize the teaching as truth for me from the very beginning. Each week I attended a Community Hour with my partner and did einstellen regularly. When our time allowed it, we also liked going to the Conferences of the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends.

FREE AND HAPPY
Between August and the beginning of December 1999 my drinking behaviour already changed. I still drank every day, but significantly less, about three to four bottles of beer during work and in the evening about the same quantity, but had already switched to low-alcohol beer. In the beginning I wished for a normal relationship with alcohol and imagined that, every now and then, with a meal for instance, I would drink one or two glasses of wine and then stop. The next step would be to have a complete break from alcohol.

At the beginning of December 1999, I began with the alcohol break and I didn't have a drop of alcohol any more from one day to the next. During this alcohol-free time my will to stop drinking altogether strengthened.

During the Schooling Week 1999/2000 in Geseke – I still drank nothing – the second night I dreamt that I wanted to drink a glass of schnapps, but Bruno Gröning prevented me. After that, in the dream, I had to throw up violently. I woke up unexpectedly and knew intuitively, that something big had happened.

From beginning of January till the end of February 2000 I drank alcohol to intoxication two more times. Looking back, I could recognize and accept these episodes as Regelungen on the path towards my healing. This awoke a feeling of complete certainty in me that I never wanted to drink alcohol again. Said and done – since the end of February 2000, I haven't drunk a drop of alcohol anymore. No matter where I am confronted by alcohol, be it in the pub, at parties and celebra-
tions or in the supermarket, it holds no attraction for me anymore. I can now, without desire to continue, drink an alcohol-free beer (it still contains a 0.5% alcohol) or eat a schnapps-filled chocolate. Meanwhile I am self-employed and am successful as an interior decorator. Also, my big heart’s desire to be a Community leader was fulfilled. I lead the Freising Community, feel like a new born person and experience greatest happiness in my heart, also because I have found the connection with God again.

* see explanations below

HEILSTROM Bruno Gröning used this term to describe the spiritual energy which brings about healing. He also synonymously used the terms "healing wave" and "divine power".

EINSTELLEN One "tunes in" to receive the Heilstrom, to absorb it into oneself.

REGELUNGEN A cleansing process is initiated in the body by the absorption of the healing power (Heilstrom) which cleanses the illness out of the body. Sometimes painful, Bruno Gröning called these experiences "Regelungen" or "Divine Regulation".

COMMUNITY Local groups of Bruno Gröning Friends are called "communities". "Community hours" are held where Bruno Gröning’s teaching is explained, healings are reported and the Friends do einstellen together to absorb the Heilstrom.

SUCCESS REPORT Each healing is recorded, medically verified and, when possible, documented with the findings of initial and follow-up examinations. Cases of other kinds of help and success are also documented.

MWF The Medical Scientific Group is an association of people within the Bruno Gröning Circle of Friends who are from the medical and other health care professions.

Psychological commentary
Mr. Hoesl showed a lasting drinking pattern for over 12 years. He mostly drank socially, and predominantly beer, but also wine and hard liquor. The excessive alcohol consumption was marked by repeated unemployment and dramatic mood swings. He rejected therapy because he lacked the awareness of the problem. Within six months Mr. Hoesl reduced his alcohol consumption only through visiting the Community Hours and taking in the Heilstrom. Since February 2000 he is free from the alcohol addiction, self-employed and professionally successful. Meanwhile Mr. Hoesl is so stable that it is now possible for him to enjoy a schnapps-filled chocolate filled without the usual relapse. This good improvement in the quality of life cannot be explained through common knowledge in self-help and therapy programs.
It was as if a brother came to visit
REPORT BY THE EYEWITNESS HELENE EMRICH – PART 1

After the war my husband and I published the magazine "Neues Europa" together with the journalist Mai. We often reported about alternative healing methods. Now I heard about Bruno Gröning.

Because of the events having to do with Bruno Gröning, we decided to write an article about this. So in September 1949, Mr. Mai went to Rosenheim to report about his work as an eyewitness. The events at the Traberhof shook him: about 30,000 people were gathered together. They literally clung to Bruno Gröning, seeking support. After the war, the time was ripe for something like this.

Since Mr. Gröning had become aware of our article, he wanted to get to know us. It was as though a brother came to visit us, we were not strangers. He was a simple, humble person and had a very close relationship to God.
The whole family, my husband, my daughter, yes, everyone was happy when he came. That was always an experience for us. We had the impression that something very bright, something good, a very good person came to visit. I simply felt a great affection and friendship for this man, who was so reserved, radiant and balanced. Only few people carry this special power within themselves.

HE ONLY LOOKED AT ME...
During the Second World War I had experienced terrible things as a native of Poland and I had lost my family. I was tormented by severe depression and cried a lot. My relationship with the Germans was difficult: I was often aggressive in conversations. Because I had in no way come to terms with my war experiences, I was often unhappy. Later I made friends with a German, we even married. It occurred to me that, as a soldier in Russian captivity, Bruno Gröning had not hurt anyone, but had also been a victim like us. Something negative still clung to many people, like to me. Bruno Gröning, too, had experienced terrible things, but he seemed unencumbered and honest like a child. Somehow, I had the feeling that he was a person who wanted to help everyone and would also help me.
We never talked about it, but Bruno Gröning felt my despair, because he was very sensitive. He just looked at me and that was enough – suddenly all aggression towards the Germans fell away from me. The depression disappeared; a feeling of peace came to me.

CHEERFUL AND HAPPY
From time to time we also talked about medical problems. Mr. Gröning was not an academic, and yet he often knew more than me, who had studied medicine, which always amazed me. I asked him where he got this knowledge from, and he replied "From nature!" He didn't concern himself with politics, he didn't care what religion or nationality anyone had. He always wanted to help and wished everyone the best.
There were times when we sat quietly on the terrace without speaking. We absorbed the power that just came to us from heaven. I was cheerful during these times with Bruno Gröning, I was simply happy. He could be cheerful, he had a lot of humor, but most of the time he remained very serious. When people in his immediate surroundings were not well-disposed towards him, he would be silent.
When Bruno Gröning was a guest, we sat outside on the terrace if the weather was good, otherwise we stayed in the house. The atmosphere was always pleasant, bright and friendly. My husband and my daughter and I felt very comfortable; it was a very special atmosphere. My daughter liked Bruno Gröning very much, they would play under the table then. When we were together with Bruno Gröning, I generally felt no tiredness, hunger or thirst. The spiritual food was more important for me. And he gave much spiritual nourishment through the conversation and through the spiritual power that felt like a current. I am so grateful for all this, it was a time of spiritual awakening for me.

To be continued
"I Live So That Human Kind Can Go On Living"
THE LIFE OF BRUNO GRÖNING – AUTOBIOGRAPHICALLY – PART 11

Bruno Gröning never wrote an autobiographical work beyond the scope of a curriculum vitae. But there are various lectures, writings, resumes, and interviews in which he spoke about particular stages of his life. For this series of articles, we have compiled some of these autobiographical statements into a chronological sequence.

We have described the life of Bruno Gröning in detail up to the events at the Rosenheim Traberhof in late summer 1949 using autobiographical testimonies. We now want to conclude the series in this issue with a summary. In his curriculum vitae of 27 December 1956, Bruno Gröning describes what happened to him after he left the Traberhof. His focus here is on the managers and employees who offered their help, but used him only for their own financial purposes.

TRABERHOF
Bruno Gröning writes in his curriculum vitae: "Everywhere I went, healings occurred. In September 1949, the square in front of the Traberhof was filled on some days with well over 30,000 people who had come to Rosenheim from all parts of Germany and the world."
Meanwhile my former host, Hülsmann, had become a zealous 'businessman' behind my back. Many people hustled forward, promising to get me a healing permit, but disappeared again like unmasked gangsters after their business deals were settled, leaving me with a dubious reputation, which was greedily seized upon by the press.

For example, a certain Count Soltikow explained to me that he intended – and was already preparing – to write a positive article about me, for which I was to provide him with documentation. If I refused, he said he would write a negative article about me, for which he had already been offered 50,000 DM.

In spring 1950 I went to Wangerooge. Again, the same thing: a stream of people seeking healing, mass healings occurring, and a hostile attitude from the health authorities. In the meantime, the efforts to obtain the healing permit had been shattered in Bavaria, also because my former so-called 'manager' Meckelburg had been arrested and imprisoned for tax evasion and bad money transactions.

EUGEN ENDERLIN
"My work with the naturopath Enderlin in Munich in summer of 1950 seemed a temporary way out from the hounding from all sides. But Enderlin operated in much the same way as Schmidt and Meckelburg. Through my lawyer, Dr. Reuss, he had given me an assurance that he wanted to present me with an official document certifying that my activity had nothing in common with the activities of alternative health practitioners, who were protected by law, so that I would not come into conflict with the law. Mr. Enderlin did not keep his promise. However, he collected enormous sums of money for himself, of which I never received a penny, so that he was later able to buy and furnish a villa in Feldafing with these proceeds.

In August 1950 I got to know my present wife as the only honest, sincere human being, prepared to help me in every way to create new avenues."

E. A. SCHMIDT ONCE MORE
"In October 1952 I again met E. A. Schmidt at Herford, because he had done everything in his power to arrange a meeting with me. E. A. Schmidt implored me to let him make amends for all he had done badly, and he promised me that he now only wanted to act correctly. Despite my strong suspicions, I wanted to give him – more or less the sole guilty party – a chance to rehabilitate himself. He pleadingly offered to publish the book "The Miracle Healings of Bruno Gröning," which he had already written, with its truthful descriptions, which were irrevocable – as he put it – in order to be able to express what he thought of me. Since Schmidt did not abandon his plan but continued to hang onto me, repeatedly giving me the assurance that he would do everything in his power to build up my work as it had been intended and planned from the very beginning, frequently approaching me with new suggestions, I gradually got back together with him and finally accepted his offers. But soon – although he showed me only the positive side – he again launched some
very filthy articles about me in the newspapers. After I seriously reproached him for this, he apologized again, saying he hadn't known that the newspapers would present the information in this way. In my opinion, and as I was able to ascertain in many other cases, E. A. Schmidt alone is responsible for all the confusion that arose at that time in Herford. Only E. A. Schmidt is to blame for this. When I reproached him again and told him clearly that it was impossible for me to work with him any longer, he finally withdrew. And after the entire board of the Gröning Association, where he wanted to seize the position of managing director, rejected him, he showed his true face. He is now bringing charges against me based on unfounded, wild accusations, thereby attempting to mislead the courts and to cause me the greatest difficulties."

**ENDERLIN AGAIN**
"In 1953, the alternative practitioner Enderlin once again did everything in his power to win me over. He let me know through my lawyer Dr. Reuss that he now wanted to obtain permission for me to practice as a registered naturopath and to this end wanted to train me himself, so that I could be admitted for the official examination and thus obtain a license to practice as a registered healing practitioner. The Office for Public Order refused my request without allowing me to take the examination. On the advice of my lawyers at the time, Schweizer-Späth and Dr. Reuss, I did not lodge an appeal against this groundless refusal and postponed the appeal proceedings against it."*

**GRÖNING-ASSOCIATION**
"Today there is no longer the possibility that my justified legal action will be maligned or distorted by the bad actions and bad thoughts of those around me. Since that time, I have made myself available only in smaller circles to the local communities of the Gröning Association. My only concern is to pass on spiritual energies to my listeners or to strengthen their own spiritual energies so that order can be restored in their inner being. When I am approached by sick people, I point out to them that they should have confidence in their doctors and that, if they have this confidence and keep it up, they will be 60% closer to their goal. Furthermore, it is my wish to fill the churches with believers.

I also have my Circle of Friends in France. I frequently cultivate discussions with the doctors there.

I am aware of the fact that my actions are not illegal, but I do understand that I had to be judged wrongly by the authorities due to the very unpleasant incidents that took place in my life.

Plochingen (Neckar), on the 27.12.1956 Gröning"*

* see explanations Page 15
Ein sensationeller Erfolg – DAS PHÄNOMEN BRUNO GRÖNING auf YouTube

Drei Wochen lang konnte der Dokumentarfilm DAS PHÄNOMEN BRUNO GRÖNING auf YouTube zu sehen sein. Doch die

Worum es geht

Heilung von ... ALLE WIEDERGEBEN
... Asthma, Depressionen, Lähmungen, Osteoporose, Strahlenschäden und vielem mehr. Es gibt viele Namen für Krankheiten, aber nur eine Gesundheit. Hier einige Erfolgsberichte...

Heilung von Drogenabhängigkeit – nach jahrelangem...
Bruno Gröning Freundeskreis
4420 Aufrufe · vor 2 Wochen
Untertitel

Heilung von Strahlenschäden (Tschernobyl)
Bruno Gröning Freundeskreis
32.561 Aufrufe · vor 7 Jahren
Untertitel

Heilung von Osteoporose (Knochenschwund)
Bruno Gröning Freundeskreis
31.677 Aufrufe · vor 11 Jahren
Untertitel